Host ACTDMark says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
TO_Trebor says:
::wakes up in his temp. quarters, coughing uncontrolably::
SCIKoepke says:
::gets ready for her dinner with Sean::
CMO_OMall says:
::in temporary quarters::
CSO_Sulek says:
::in temp quarter, cleaning up::
CMO_OMall says:
::hits comm badge:: *O'Mallory to sickbay*
EO_Stefn says:
::In temp. quarters::
CE_Stevns says:
::in temp quarters getting on new uniform::
Grey76 says:
::In temp quarters::
MO_Sherid says:
::in her temporary quarters trying to fit an ill-fitting uniform::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sits up on biobed, feels his sore hand ::
CMO_OMall says:
GCMO: *Sickbay, go ahead*
Host CO_Trista says:
::Enters Sickbay::
SCIKoepke says:
::exits temp. quarters and enters TL::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: looks up ::
TO_Trebor says:
::sits up and takes a second to catch his breath. Then hits the sonic showers and get ready for his shift::
MO_Sherid says:
::can't get the darn thing to  fit right::
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* are you ready to reprt to engineering and assist them
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick: Commander...
CMO_OMall says:
GCMO: *Just checking progress of ACO Maverick*
EO_Stefn says:
::Strips and enters sonic shower::
SCIKoepke says:
::exits TL and tries to remember the door number::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Trista: Ah, you must be the Captain of the Gallant?
CMO_OMall says:
O"Mallory: * He is healing fine.  Should be released soon*
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick: Yes, glad to have you aboard.  We have no idea how your crew got caught in that quantum domain and ours didn't.
EO_Stefn says:
::Through the hum of the shower::*CEO* I will be ready momentarily...
Host ACO_Mav says:
Trista: Bad luck, apparently.
SCIKoepke says:
::enters O'Mallory's temp. quarters::
MO_Sherid says:
::doesn't feel quite herself::
CMO_OMall says:
*GCMO*: Thanks for the report, O'Mallory out
CE_Stevns says:
*EO* I will head down and meet you there.
CSO_Sulek says:
::Finishes cleaning and dresses, hits com badge:: CO Trista:  Captain, I was wondering if I might be able to use one of yours secondary science stations to study the rift?
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick: Actually, we have run some scans, all of your crew has a quantum instability in your quantum signature.
CMO_OMall says:
:turns to Julia: SCI: Hi Julia
SCIKoepke says:
doc: Am I intruding?
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick: Is Lieutenant Sulek one of yours?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Trista: Yes, he's our Chief Science Officer.
CMO_OMall says:
SCI: No, just checking on Mav. Please, sit
Host CO_Trista says:
*Sulek* Permission granted.
EO_Stefn says:
::Steps out of shower:;*CEO* Understood...
CE_Stevns says:
*ACO*  I am on my way to engineering to assist the ships chief engineer.
CSO_Sulek says:
*CO Trista*:  Thank you ::heads out of room and to nearest TL
CMO_OMall says:
::heads for replicator:: SCI: Can I get you anything?
CSO_Sulek says:
::
SCIKoepke says:
::sits down::  A black tea please.
MO_Sherid says:
Self: This is not like home.
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick: As I was saying, this quantum instability is different from ours, which we checked as well.  We are in sync with the rift, while you aren't.  So if another wave occurs, your crew is at risk.
TO_Trebor says:
::Exits his quaters,pauses, wonders what he should be doing:: *CTO*:Lt Peters, have you any duties I need to work on?
SCIKoepke says:
doc: Quite a mission we head there...
CMO_OMall says:
::at replicator:: Black tea, hot  ::grabs tea and hands to Julia::
Host CO_Trista says:
ACTION: The Gallant begins to shudder slightly, but it slowly increases in intensity
Grey76 says:
::leaves Temp quarters:: *ACO* Commander where I am supposed to go??
SCIKoepke says:
::takes tea off Sean's hand, and sets it down so that it won't spill all over her because of the shuddering::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Trista: We better try to escape this thing before another wave htis us, then.
CSO_Sulek says:
::enters lift:: nearest secondary science station. ::feels a trembling::
CMO_OMall says:
SCI:: Quite.  I was not sure that I would make it on that planet.
CE_Stevns says:
::exits temp quarters and heads for TL::
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick: Hold on... the rift is about to send out another wave.  It happens every 15 minutes or so, its ::Trista vanishes::
EO_Stefn says:
::Feels ship shuddering::*CEO* What was that?
Host CO_Trista says:
ACTION: The entire Gallant crew vanishes
MO_Sherid says:
::decides to check in with O'Mallory:: *CMO*: Sheridan to O'Mallory.
SCIKoepke says:
doc: I wondered what was happening myself...whhooowww, what was that
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Grey* Work with Sulek at their Secondary Sci- what the??
CE_Stevns says:
*EO*  I am not sure.  I am one my way to engineering.
TO_Trebor says:
::notices a crewmember in front of him dissappear::
MO_Sherid says:
::wonders what that was::
CTOPeters says:
::watches the security officers in front of him vanish::  What the?
CE_Stevns says:
::enters TL::  engineering
CMO_OMall says:
SCI: excuse me  ::hits comm:: Go ahead.
Grey76 says:
*ACO* I'm on my way to the bridge.
CE_Stevns says:
::exits TL and enters engineering
EO_Stefn says:
::Hurries towards closet and dresses::
Grey76 says:
::enters TL:: Bridge.
SCIKoepke says:
::sighs:: self: Is there never a quiet minute on these ships?
CE_Stevns says:
::notices that no one is around and get s worried::
TO_Trebor says:
*Bridge* This is ensign Trebor, we just had a crew member vanish.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: looks around ::
CSO_Sulek says:
::exits TL and notices that the halls are empty::
CE_Stevns says:
*ACO*  Main Engineerings is complete abandoned.
Grey76 says:
::exsits TL and comes onto the Gallant bridge?
CE_Stevns says:
*EO*  get down ASAP.  Engineering is vancant
TO_Trebor says:
::worries at there being no reply, hurries to a TL::TL:Bridge.
SCIKoepke says:
CMO: I better leave for the bridge, I have the feeling something isn't right
EO_Stefn says:
::Dresses hurriedly and exits quarters, heading towards engineering,still fastening his tunic::*CEO* I am on my way there also.
CTOPeters says:
::enters a TL::  TL: Bridge
MO_Sherid says:
::wonders why Sean doesn't reply::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: heads for the bridge, muttering something ::
CMO_OMall says:
SCI: I also, another time...
CE_Stevns says:
*CTO*  I am in engineering and no one is around is there any gallant crew around you.
CSO_Sulek says:
::walks to nearest com terminal:: computer: please state the location CO Trista
SCIKoepke says:
::sighs:: doc:  Seems like it.  ::smiles at him warmly and hurries out of the room::
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Q Crew* All Crew to their assigned stations. We need to get those guys before another wave strikes!
CMO_OMall says:
*sickbay*: O';Mallory to sickbay
MO_Sherid says:
*CMO* Sheridan to O'Mallory.
SCIKoepke says:
*bridge* Köpke here, I'm on my way
TO_Trebor says:
::Exits TL on Bridge, notices many station empty::
SCIKoepke says:
::enters TL::
CTOPeters says:
*CE* No.  Only crewmembers I saw were Quirinus crewmembers.  I'm on my way to the bridge.
CSO_Sulek says:
::moves to TL:: Bridge
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Go Ahead
Grey76 says:
::Takes positions at Ops:: ACO: It's appears the Gallant crew is in a similar domain as we were in- though it's seems to be be much deeper
EO_Stefn says:
::Enters TL and heads towards Engineering::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: arrives on the bridge, looks around at the beauty-full room ::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Meet me in sickbay
TO_Trebor says:
::Moves to tactical, runs scans::
MO_Sherid says:
*CMO* Do you need me in SB?
CE_Stevns says:
*CTO*  Fill me in if you hear anything
SCIKoepke says:
::enters bridge and hurries over to the a little different looking science station::
MO_Sherid says:
*CMO* On my way
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Sulek, do you think we could attempt what they did to save us?
CMO_OMall says:
::exits quarters, notices hall empty:: Self: what the...
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: Did I miss anything?
MO_Sherid says:
::heads for TL and enters::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  There is no one around and I think the wave has something to do with it.
CSO_Sulek says:
::arrives bridge and goes to science:: computer scan for Gallant Crew
CMO_OMall says:
::heads for TL and enters:: Sickbay.
CE_Stevns says:
::walks around engineering and notices the work on the impulse engines::
CMO_OMall says:
::exits TL and heads for sickbay::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: There is a subspace anomaly. It could be a ship deep inside the rift
TO_Trebor says:
::runs qucik diagnostic on tac systems, shows all in good shape::
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: It must be the Quirinus...
CSO_Sulek says:
CO: we must find them first and then hope that they know what they are seeing.
MO_Sherid says:
::exits TL and proceeds to SB and enters::
CTOPeters says:
::exits TL on the bridge and walks to tactical::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: I'm trying to figure that out right now.
MO_Sherid says:
::looks for O'Mallory::
CMO_OMall says:
::enters SB and sees no one::
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: I'm here
CE_Stevns says:
*ACO*  From what I can tell here the crew of the Gallant has almost figured out a way to modify the impulse engines to function in the rift.
EO_Stefn says:
::Arrives in Engineering::CEO: I concur. ::Notices work on Impulse Engines, brings up schematics:: CEO: It seems they were working on modifying the Impulse engines,
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Where is med staff?
TO_Trebor says:
CTO: Sir, The Gallant tac, seemed to be working on something called Quantum shields.
SCIKoepke says:
::tries to modify sensors to receive more precise data::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  I noticed that too.  Lets keep working on it.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*CE* Really? Do you think you can continue with what they were doing?
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Just arrived sir, didn't see anyone else. Strange.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: It is not the Quirinus-
CMO_OMall says:
::goes to computer console:: Computer: whre is Gallant crew?
CE_Stevns says:
*ACO*  yes sir Stefn and I are on it
CTOPeters says:
TO: Thanks Trebor...any idea if we can go on with what they were doing about that?
EO_Stefn says:
::Looks over at CEO after hearing ACO::CEO: I believe we can do that.
Host ACTDMark says:
<COMPUTER> O'Mallory: Unknown
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  lets keep trying to get these engines working
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Were any ships besides the Quirinus and Gallant assigned to this area?
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: What seems to be the problem?
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:It will take a minute to figure out where they were going with it, but we should be able to follow along and extrapolate.
CTOPeters says:
TO: Good.  Let's get to work.
CSO_Sulek says:
::checks computer for records of how the Gallant crew were able to transport crew::
CMO_OMall says:
Computer: Scan for life signs.  How many aboard?
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:No Sir
Host ACTDMark says:
<C> O'Mallory: There are 150 lifesigns aboard
MO_Sherid says:
::watches Sean's face drain of color::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: An enemy ship maybe?
Grey76 says:
CTO: Tac and ops were attempting to do something with the deflector- any idea as to the specifics of that?
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: Enemy? Unlikely... Either way, we have to save it, and the Gallant crew..
CMO_OMall says:
MO: 150?  That is our compliment.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: why is Q crew here, but Gallant not?
CTOPeters says:
Ops: Yeah, they were trying to make a quantum deflector to block the waves...
TO_Trebor says:
SCI:Or some experimental propullsion system.
EO_Stefn says:
::Looks over schematics::CEO: It seems that they were trying to create an inter phase variant on the the wapr gemeration procrss.
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: I believe it may have something to do with that last rift shock.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO:  Well, then either it's a ship that wasn't supposed to be here, or something close to a ship
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Crew* Our top priority is to save the Gallant's Crew, and an Unidentified Ship in the middle of the Rift... Remember that.
Grey76 says:
CTO: Have they made the modifications?
CMO_OMall says:
Computer: Run sceniro, why Quirinus crew still here but Gallant crew not?
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Why are we stiil here?
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: I have the Gallant's method for transport.  Iam setting it up now.
CTOPeters says:
Grey: They all vanished while they were still working on it.
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: I don't know sir
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  keep lets work on the warp genarator.
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Do you think we could use the same method the Gallant used to get us, but for them?
Host ACTDMark says:
<C> O'Mallory: Extrapolating, the Wave was insync with the Gallant's Crews quantum signature.
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  grap the kits and lets get to work.
TO_Trebor says:
::studies the sheild modification that were being theorized.::
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Can we get that deep?
MO_Sherid says:
::is getting a little scared that O'Mallory is pacing again::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:  I do not see why not.  Julia do you agree?
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: To whichever domain they are, I mean... It seems they are a bit 'further away' from us...
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Suggestions?
CTOPeters says:
::sighs:: TO: Can you make anything out of it?
Grey76 says:
ACO&CTO: I'll be in deflector control- Peters give me any advice you can.
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Are you sure you can handle this?
SCIKoepke says:
::keeps trying to figure out stuff about the object, looks up:: Sulek, ACO: I don't see why not.
Grey76 says:
::walks to TL:: Deck 11.
CTOPeters says:
Ops: You got it.
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Just do your best. We have to try, I guess. Go for it, Lt.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I am ok, but just trying to find answers
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Distance seems to be irrelevant in the rift.
MO_Sherid says:
::smiles with relief::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  we are going to have to be careful on the modificaions we mess up we can kiss this ship goodbye and us on it
EO_Stefn says:
::Grabs kit and gets to work::ENG:: We will continue to work on the Impulse engines.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: I don't mean physical distance, I just mean 'deepness'... It's hard to explain.
SCIKoepke says:
::goes back to her sensor read outs::
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: What can I do to help?
CSO_Sulek says:
Ops: sending information through.  Lock on and energize.
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:It appears that they were attempting to change the shield harmonics and nutation to match the quantum output of the rift.
MO_Sherid says:
::looks at O'Mallory::
CE_Stevns says:
::graps the kit from Stefn::Thanks
CMO_OMall says:
::turns to computer and looks for answers:: MO: I am not sure if we can do much right now
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Quantum Search Beam can't break through the rift enough, it isn't finding the Gallant's crew.
Grey76 says:
::Arrives in Defletor control::
CE_Stevns says:
::opens kit and graps the scanner and looks at the modifications::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Ship begins shuddering again
CSO_Sulek says:
Ops: boost power
CTOPeters says:
Jeez
CMO_OMall says:
::feels shudder::
CE_Stevns says:
Out Loud:: oh great not again
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:By matching the shields, they could utilize the shield inverter subsytem to ...push against incoming quatum waves, forming a breaker of sorts.
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: How is the ACO's hand healing?
Host ACO_Mav says:
CSO: Great, it isn't another Quantom Wave, is it?
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  dont touch anything until the shuddering ends
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Last I knew, ok.  I havent checked it lately
SCIKoepke says:
ACO:  No other wave registering on sensors.
Grey76 says:
*CTO* Finalizing deflector modifications.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: that would be my guess.
CTOPeters says:
TO: Uh, Ensign...I already knew that part ::smiles::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Correction: It is another wave
MO_Sherid says:
::grabs the computer station::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Wave passes, no one dissappears
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Confirmed but not in sink with our Quantum signature
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Shouldn't we check if there are any other injuries?
Host ACO_Mav says:
::looks at scans :: SCI, CSO: Yup, as I suspected... Not in sync with our signature.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: stares at Sulek for a second, then grins a bit ::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: I will check
SCIKoepke says:
::smiles to herself::
CTOPeters says:
::reads over the stuff again::
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:I think we got the modification specs down.  It should not take long to modifiy the shields.
CMO_OMall says:
*Bridge* O"Mallory to bridge, injury report, if any?
CTOPeters says:
TO: Hopefully it shouldn't.
CE_Stevns says:
::gets results from the scanner.:: EO:  it looks like the are trying to use the dilithium in a inter variant phase to push propel the engines
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: thinks for a second ::
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: I believe some crew members may be suffering from exposure
SCIKoepke says:
::hears Sean's voice::
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Perhaps a attaching a multiphasic onverter to the output generator?
CSO_Sulek says:
Ops:  can we use deflectors to boost the search beam?
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Lets prep sickbay for emergency plan Alpha
MO_Sherid says:
::remembered Julia was quite red in the face::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: The Quantum search beam has searched everything in its reach and didn't find a trace of the Gallant Crew
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Aye sir
TO_Trebor says:
::wonders why it feels so hot on the bridge::
CMO_OMall says:
::looks around wishing it was his sickbay::
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Causing the propellant to react to the Quantum space, all we need is the signature of the Quantum field.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: shakes head, hearing Koepke ::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  That might work connect it to the Dueteurium output generator.
MO_Sherid says:
::tries to make preparations::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  but start a a low setting.  I want not overloads or surprises
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: What else might we do?
CMO_OMall says:
::works on getting SB ready::
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia: Move the Gallant?
Grey76 says:
CTO: Task complete- defelctors modified.
CTOPeters says:
Ops: Now it's time to find out if they actually WORK...
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: That's an idea.  ::feels like banging her head on the console::
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:Shield modifications complete.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: How are we doing?.
EO_Stefn says:
*CSO* Sulek, we will need the exact quantum signature of the surrounding space.
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: I'm having some difficulty in locating the emergency medical supplies. Not where they should be.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Engineering* We need to try to escape from this rift, so we can search in safety... Continue working on those engines.
CTOPeters says:
TO: Too bad we can't run some simulations to see if this works.
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  I will start connecting the multiphasic onverter.
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Assign all med personal med kits just in case and have them spread out throughout the ship for any emergencies
MO_Sherid says:
::wishes she was back on the Q::
CE_Stevns says:
EO;  whenever you are ready
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Aye sir
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia:  if engineering can get us propulsion, we can use the Q's last coordinates as a point of navigation and navigate the rift.  Well In theory.
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:Nothing like real world experience to show how well we work things out.
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: In theory...
CTOPeters says:
TO: True.  But better safe than sorry.
CMO_OMall says:
::works on getting supplies, but also has trouble finding things::
CSO_Sulek says:
*Stefn* Transferring information now.
CTOPeters says:
ACO: Deflector modification is complete, sir
SCIKoepke says:
ACO:  What do you think?
CMO_OMall says:
self: stupid sickbay....
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Ship begins shuddering
MO_Sherid says:
::tries to locate medical personal:: *Medical Personal* Report to SB
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  did you get the frequency.
EO_Stefn says:
::Turns to CEO::CEO: Once the converters are in place, matching up the converters to the same resonance to the quantum space. The propellant willl push against it, causing us to move. In theory, of course.
SCIKoepke says:
::holds on to console and sits down::
CMO_OMall says:
::gets all med kits out for distribution::
CSO_Sulek says:
::begins scan::
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: Complicated...
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Sir, no one is answering.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: We can try
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  but if it doesnt work we could be in trouble, right.
TO_Trebor says:
CTO:Should bwe bring the shields online?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Peters: Beautiful. Wait... Modifications for what? I don't believe you ever informed me of anything...
CMO_OMall says:
*ALL* Med personel report to SB ASAP
EO_Stefn says:
::Looks at CEO w/ a deadpan stare::CEO: Of course.
CTOPeters says:
ACO: Err, sorry, sir.  The Gallant's tactical people were trying to modify their shields to repel the quantum waves...
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: Oh joy, not even the surroundings are steady
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The ship shudders more....
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:  New wave in sync with Q crew
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  I thought so.  what freqeuncy did you get?
CMO_OMall says:
::wiats for staff to report, getting impatience::
EO_Stefn says:
*CSO* Can we get a lock on that frequency, Sulek?
MO_Sherid says:
CMO:I think we're on our own for the time being.
Host ACO_Mav says:
*Engineering* We need to get out of here now, or we'll all be stuck in another dimension for good!
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Still trying to get it.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: A new wave approaching.  This one might just transport us off the ship!
CE_Stevns says:
EO: OK
OpsGrey says:
::leaves deflector controla nd heads for bridge::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Peters: Is it ready..?
MO_Sherid says:
self: whoa, what was that?
CSO_Sulek says:
*Stefn* Sending you what I have
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: bites lip ::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: Damn.  Grab a med kit and report to bridge area.
CTOPeters says:
::notices the power drain and curses::
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: O'Mallory, Aye sir
CE_Stevns says:
::notices the power drain from the deflectors
CE_Stevns says:
::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: And, be careful
Host ACO_Mav says:
CTO: Do it. We'll all be as good as gone if we don't. The second that wave is close, use the Deflectors...
MO_Sherid says:
::grabs a med kit and heads for the bridge::
Host ACTDMark says:
AcTION: The wave hits the new Deflectors and pushes the Ship with the impact... the inertia of the Gallant keeps it moving albeit slowly
TO_Trebor says:
::Raises shields::
MO_Sherid says:
::enters TL:: Bridge
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Deflectors are working, but power use is very high.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Wave is continuing to push the Gallant slowly.. but power levels are dropping
MO_Sherid says:
::enters the Bridge::
OpsGrey says:
::Enters bridge and takes station at Ops::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* report any injuries to me inSB
CE_Stevns says:
*CTO*  the deflectors are draining large amounts of power.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Power levels dropping.
MO_Sherid says:
All: Any injuries here?
CTOPeters says:
TO: We gotta find a way to keep the power up without weakening the deflector!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: eliminates regular lighting and all other non-essential systems and diverts power to Life Support and SIF ::
CMO_OMall says:
::works on getting supplies out and ready::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  no lock on the frequency
TO_Trebor says:
::looks into alternate power sources::
MO_Sherid says:
::checks around the bridge::
MO_Sherid says:
ACO: Sir, any injuries?
Host ACO_Mav says:
MO: None here, Ensign.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Power levels are continuin to drop...
EO_Stefn says:
::Looks at CEO:: We will have to work with what we have.
MO_Sherid says:
*CMO* Sir, no injuries to report.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO:Power levels still dropping
Host ACO_Mav says:
Sulek: We have to get out of this thing...
SCIKoepke says:
::thinks about what else to do, but just comes up with trashy ideas::
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Ready to go.....::Stabs indicator on panel::NOW!!!
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Stay stationed in bridge area in cae
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  ready.
TO_Trebor says:
FCO:I deteced a slight position change when the last wave hit, did you confirm?
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: The edge of the anomaly is 4900 km away
MO_Sherid says:
*CMO* Aye sir
CSO_Sulek says:
*Engineering*  Do you have propulsion?
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Gallant suddenly leaps ahead of the Wave as the Impulse engines come online
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: watches readings as the Engineerings give the modified Impulse engines a go ::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  bingo
MO_Sherid says:
::positions herself near the engineering station::
SCIKoepke says:
Sulek: Could we "surf" the wave?
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  hell of a job Stefn.
TO_Trebor says:
FCO,CTO:Can we ride out the waves....oh , nevermind.
CMO_OMall says:
::feels ship leap, thrown over biobed::
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia:  why would we want to?
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Thabnks you sir. It was.
CE_Stevns says:
::smiles::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Search Beam locked onto a humanoid lifeform
MO_Sherid says:
::watches the bridge crew do their thing with great efficiency::
CMO_OMall says:
::gets up unhurt::
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: Power drain decreasing
Host ACO_Mav says:
SCI: Try to transport it out of there...
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  Now lets monitor the converter and make surewe have no problems
TO_Trebor says:
*sec*:Secutity team to TR1.
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Power drain has decreased.
EO_Stefn says:
::Sends Thoughts to Sheridan:: MO: Are you unhurt?
SCIKoepke says:
*TR*  Transporter Room, try to get a lock on the figure and transport it in here!
CE_Stevns says:
::Looks at the console and monitors the engines::
MO_Sherid says:
::thinks someone is worried here::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Being is transported to the TR, but it isn't a member of the Gallant's crew.
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: Working on it. Converter is on line and working well.
SCIKoepke says:
ACO: We got it/him/she, whatever...
SCIKoepke says:
::notices the MO on the bridge only now::
Host Degel says:
FINALLY, Out of that Prison!!!!!
CE_Stevns says:
EO:   I am also eying power drain and everything is so far so good.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: heads for the Transporter Room :: CSO: You have the bridge.
Host Degel says:
::Casually walks out of the Transporter Room::
TO_Trebor says:
*SEC*>STOP!
MO_Sherid says:
::thinks the bridge crew needs coffee::
Host Degel says:
::Completely ignoring everyone::
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Aye ::moves to command seat
CSO_Sulek says:
::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: walks down the hall, notices some guy walking down the hall ::
TO_Trebor says:
*SEC*>::pulls phasers:: Halt!
Host Degel says:
Who designed this thing?  Its ancient and so dull.  ::The Walls are suddenly covered in very colourful fabrics and paints::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Hey, you!
OpsGrey says:
All:We have an Intruder!!!
Host Degel says:
Maverick: Hay is for Neflers.  ::Maverick is turned into a horse, that can talk::
TO_Trebor says:
::heads to TL::
CMO_OMall says:
::here intruder alert::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: What the? Who are you? What are you? Naay! What the?
TO_Trebor says:
*SEC*::fires phaser on stun::
Host Degel says:
::Continues walking down making colourful stuff appear on the walls::
CMO_OMall says:
::grabs med kit and GCMO phaser::
CSO_Sulek says:
Ops: usint the last known point of the Q, can we set a course?
Host Degel says:
ACTION: The Phaser doesn't even affect Degel
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: gallops after Degel, realizes he his galloping, mentally slaps himself ::
MO_Sherid says:
::holds off on the coffee for now::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Stop! Please stop! We're just peaceful explorers!
SCIKoepke says:
::takes phaser out of boot::
CTOPeters says:
::leaves the bridge, heads for the deck where Degel is::
Host Degel says:
I think there should be stairs here.  ::A grand staircase suddenly appears leading right up into the bridge::
TO_Trebor says:
::Exits TL, runs down corridore, sees a unknown alien, and a ...horse::
OpsGrey says:
CSO: I think so. I'll attempt to alter our course.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Turn me back into a human!
Host Degel says:
Maverick: Dull... ::Makes Maverick a Zebra::
CTOPeters says:
::doesn't leave the bridge, Trebor is handling it::
CSO_Sulek says:
::notices the new stairs::
SCIKoepke says:
::sees bridge appear:: Sulek:  Sulek, what in the world?  ::points at the stairs::
MO_Sherid says:
::is glued to the engineering station::
TO_Trebor says:
Degel:Stop, Identify yourself!
CTOPeters says:
::sees stairs on the bridge, walks to the top of them::  Degel: Who are you?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Turn me into a Human, or face arrest!
Host Degel says:
::walks up the stairs::  Needs comfy seats  ::everything is replace with comfy chairs, only the wall monitors remain::
SCIKoepke says:
::turns back to sensors:: All: We are out of the anomaly!!
Host Degel says:
Trebor:  I'm Degel.
EO_Stefn says:
::Sens more thoughts to Sheridan:: Can you hear me? Focus on our link.
CTOPeters says:
Degel: What are you doing here?
CSO_Sulek says:
Julia:  I would guess is ..............::finds himself in a recliner::
TO_Trebor says:
Degel: And what is a Degel?
Host Degel says:
Maverick: Who's Arrest?
Host Degel says:
Trebor: Are you Arrest?
MO_Sherid says:
::feels very uneasy::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: I'm the Captain of this ship... Please stop your games and talk to me?
SCIKoepke says:
::looks at Degel::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  Lets shut down the impulse engines.
TO_Trebor says:
::looks confused:;
Host Degel says:
Trebor:  I'm a Degel, its my name trilobyte.  ::Trebor turns into a very large Trilobyte that can talk::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Report
CTOPeters says:
Degel: Stop right there!
Host Degel says:
Maverick: These aren't games.. this is what I do
SCIKoepke says:
::watches that::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: BUt could you please turn me from a horse into a human?
SCIKoepke says:
Degel: Stop it!!!
TO_Trebor says:
::looks very very confussed::
EO_Stefn says:
::Continmues to monitor the multiphasic converters::CEO: We have cleared the anomaly, we must now get The Quirinus from there.
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Could you make everything regular?
MO_Sherid says:
CMO: Strange things going on here.
Host Degel says:
::Turns to Keopke::  Well, Hello....   ::Maverick and Trebor return to normal::
SCIKoepke says:
::points phaser at Degel::
OpsGrey says:
::attempts to keep altering the course of teh ship::
CTOPeters says:
Degel: You have no right walking around here messign everything up!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: walks up to Degel ::
CTOPeters says:
::puts a forcefield around Degel::
SCIKoepke says:
Degel: I'll  shoot!
Host ACO_Mav says:
ALL: Don't fire your phasers... Just let me talk to him.
TO_Trebor says:
::looks himself over, does a quick count of finger and toes::
CSO_Sulek says:
::nods to CTO::
CMO_OMall says:
*SCI* Julia, what is going on?  Do you need me there?
Host Degel says:
::Walks away from Maverick and over to Koepke, handing her a rose that apeared out of thin air::
CTOPeters says:
Degel: That's far enough
MO_Sherid says:
::Can't seem to move::
Host Degel says:
Koepke:  This is for you...
SCIKoepke says:
*doc* It's insane up here...just stay down there...
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Wait... You aren't a Q, are you?
SCIKoepke says:
::doesn't take the rose:: Degel: Ahhh, no thanx
OpsGrey says:
All: We're clear.
SCIKoepke says:
::puts phaser away::
MO_Sherid says:
SCI: Julia, what next?
TO_Trebor says:
::wispers orders to the security detail, one member leaves at a run::
Host Degel says:
Maverick: NO!!!  The Q put me there, those bunch of ingrates.  Someone evolves enough to get a bit of their power, and they lock me up in a Quantum Bubble
SCIKoepke says:
Sheridan: I wish I knew...
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: we have cleared the anomally
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Umm... So you're not a Q, but have the power of one?
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: wishes a Q could appear right now ::
CMO_OMall says:
::hears worry in her voice:: *MO* : I sJulia ok?
CTOPeters says:
Degel: What happened to you?
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: motions for Grey to beam him back to where he was at before ::
Host Degel says:
Maverick:  Sort of... I can't control time.. and my alterations to Reality only last if I concentrate on them.  Took me 27 centuries to create that rift.
SCIKoepke says:
::turns around to check on sensors:: ACO: Anomaly closing
CSO_Sulek says:
ACO: Anomaly is closing.  We need to get the Gallant's crew
MO_Sherid says:
*CMO* O'Mallory, she's fine, for now.
Host Degel says:
::Keeps staring at Julia, all googly eyed::
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: So, you created it?? Can you help us get our friends out of there?
SCIKoepke says:
::turns back around::
SCIKoepke says:
::Swallows hard, doesn't like that look at all::
CMO_OMall says:
*SCI* Do you need me there?  ::In a quiet tone::
MO_Sherid says:
::thinks Degel is eyeing Julia::
OpsGrey says:
::Begins to iniate transport::
Host Degel says:
Maverick: Oh, those nice people... sure... but not right now.. I want to know more about this lovely lady.
SCIKoepke says:
*doc* You stay down there!
Host Degel says:
Koepke: and what might your name be sweet thing?
Host ACO_Mav says:
Degel: Our friends are stuck in there, and we need you to get them out of there...
SCIKoepke says:
::steps back until she hits the console:: Degel: ...Köpke
Host ACO_Mav says:
Koepke: Could you PLEASE get him to transport the Gallant crew out of there?
CMO_OMall says:
::is REALLY worried for Julia now::
Host Degel says:
Maverick: Later....   ::Maverick's mouth suddenly dissappears::
Host Degel says:
Kopke: Is that your first or last name?
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: is about to speak, suddenly realizes he has no mouth ::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* Do you need me to report up there?
OpsGrey says:
::awaits signal from ACO:: ACO: the anonmaly is closing
CTOPeters says:
::whispers to Koepke::  Koepke: Try to get him to bring back the Gallant crew...
MO_Sherid says:
::whispers to doc:: *CMO* Better get up here quick.
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: taps Koepke, points to mouth ::
TO_Trebor says:
*SEC>CEO: We have an alien on the bridge that has some powers of Q, a quasi_Q.  He was trapped in a quantum bubble, Can you make a portable quantum generator, to make a bubble around him?
SCIKoepke says:
::tries to sound firm:: Degel:  Stop fooling around with the crew and get the people of the Gallant back that instant!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: well, his former mouth... or where it was ::
CMO_OMall says:
*MO* ON my way  ::runs out of SB to TL:: Bridge
Host Degel says:
Kopke: why?  We can have so much fun without them.  ::winks::
CE_Stevns says:
*SEC* it will take a little bit of time maybe 10-15 minutes.
CSO_Sulek says:
::crosses to Koepke::
MO_Sherid says:
::heads for Julia::
CMO_OMall says:
::places phaser in holster, holds med kit::
SCIKoepke says:
Degel: I think not. Now get them back and put Maverick's mouth back in place
Host Degel says:
Kopke: Okay.. but only if I get a kiss.
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  lets get working on a portable quantum generator
CMO_OMall says:
::exits TL onto bridge::
TO_Trebor says:
SEC>CEO:We need it as qucikly as possible.
OpsGrey says:
::watches the screen and Dengel as the Q comes closer and closer on the screen::
SCIKoepke says:
Köpke: dream on
MO_Sherid says:
Degel: Please leave the crew alone.
CE_Stevns says:
*SEC* we have already started working on it
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: nods to Koepke, screaming - or trying to ::
CMO_OMall says:
MO: what is that?  ::points phaser::
SCIKoepke says:
::grows pale even though she wished not::
CTOPeters says:
Degel: Please bring our friends back...we did nothing to you.
Host Degel says:
Kopke: No kiss, no crew.
SCIKoepke says:
Degel:  Ok, fine
Host Degel says:
Peters: You did nothing for me either.
CE_Stevns says:
::grabs a portable generator and graps kit and starts to work on emitter.::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sighs in relief ::
CMO_OMall says:
SCI: JULIA, NO!
Host Degel says:
::Puckers up obscenely::
MO_Sherid says:
Degal: Please leave the officer alone.
TO_Trebor says:
::holds doc back::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: gets ready to kick O'Mallory ::
CTOPeters says:
Degel: We didn't know you were there!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: wants his mouth back ::
TO_Trebor says:
CMO:Don't do anything irrational.
OpsGrey says:
::Turns head to watch the screen makes a "balgh" face::
MO_Sherid says:
SCI: Julia back away
CMO_OMall says:
TO :What is going on with..that?
Host Degel says:
::Opens one eye at Julia::  Kopke:  Well, I'm waiting
CE_Stevns says:
EO:  grab a quantum emitter and lets place it in the generator.
CSO_Sulek says:
::watches, fascinated::
SCIKoepke says:
::walk up to him, and pretends to get ready to kiss him, butducks really quick, takes knífe out of boot and tries to stabb Degel::
EO_Stefn says:
::Finds a portable field generator, slaps a multiphasiuc converter on it and hands it to CEO::
TO_Trebor says:
CMO:A quasi-Q, , a species that evolved almost to Q's level, but has only limited Q powers.
Host Degel says:
ACTION: The Knife buckles and bounces off of him.
EO_Stefn says:
CEO: That might not work.
SCIKoepke says:
::thinks: darnit!::
CTOPeters says:
Oh great
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: slaps his head back and forth angrily ::
MO_Sherid says:
SCI: Watch out! ::pushes past Julia::
Host Degel says:
Kopke:  THAT WASN"T VERY NICE!!!!!  ::Julia is suddenly surrounded by titanium bands that begin squeezing::
EO_Stefn says:
CEO:If this entity can alter reality, he may be able to cause the generator to fail.
SCIKoepke says:
ARGH
TO_Trebor says:
::Moves toward Degel::
CE_Stevns says:
EO:alright lets get it up to the sec team.
CTOPeters says:
Degel: Let her go!
CMO_OMall says:
::jumps after Degel::
CTOPeters says:
::tries to shoot Degel with his phaser::
SCIKoepke says:
::feels the bands tightening::
CE_Stevns says:
*SEC* where are you located.
MO_Sherid says:
::falls in front of Julia::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: taps Degel on the shoulder ::
CE_Stevns says:
*SEC* it is ready
Host Degel says:
ACTION: Everyone and everthing that approaches Degel is deflected
TO_Trebor says:
SEC>We need to get the generator to the Bridge.
OpsGrey says:
All: Anonmaly is 50% closed
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: sighs with his nose ::
CMO_OMall says:
::bounces off and falls::
SCIKoepke says:
Sean: help
CTOPeters says:
Whoa!  ::ducks, narrowly avoiding the deflected phaser blast::
Host Degel says:
ACTION: The Bands begin to squeeze Julia like a Boa Constrictor::
CE_Stevns says:
EO: we are off to the bridge.
MO_Sherid says:
::is knocked down hard::
CSO_Sulek says:
Degel:  Human females are most unpredictable.  It was merely a human ritual.
CE_Stevns says:
::exits engineering and heads for TL and waits for EO::
CTOPeters says:
Degel: Stop!  Now!  You have no right to do this to us!!!
CMO_OMall says:
::fires phaser full power::
Host Degel says:
Sulek: And Vulcans aren't supposed to lie.
Host Degel says:
::Peters loses his mouth::
SCIKoepke says:
::feels the bands squeezing tighter::
Host Degel says:
Kopke:  Are you going to give me that kiss now?  Or in the After-life?
EO_Stefn says:
::Feels Sjeridan get hurt through the link::
CTOPeters says:
::mumbles angrily::
MO_Sherid says:
::lies on the bridge floor unconcsious::
TO_Trebor says:
CMO:Hold your fire!
SCIKoepke says:
Degel: ..fine
CSO_Sulek says:
Degel:In some cultures what I said is quite true.
EO_Stefn says:
Yells:: SHERIDAN!!!!1
OpsGrey says:
::begins to access the Q's systerms by remote::
Host Degel says:
::Moves up to Kopke, giggling::
CMO_OMall says:
::grabs hypo from med kit and treis to inject Degel with drug::
SCIKoepke says:
Dengel: I plan on living  a little longer.  Get me out of THESE first!
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: body begins to shake ::
CE_Stevns says:
::notices the EO yell:: are you ok
MO_Sherid says:
::makes no movement::
EO_Stefn says:
::Runs past Stevens to the corridor::
Host Degel says:
::He steps up on his tip toes, he's shorter than her.  And pecks her on the lips sweetly, almost innocently::
CE_Stevns says:
::thinks this is great::
CTOPeters says:
::tries to yell a string of curses at Degel, only comes up with "mmm hmmm mmmhhmmmm hmm mmm!!!"::
EO_Stefn says:
::Runs to the TL::
Host Degel says:
Mmmmmm... Now that was worth waiting eternity for.
CE_Stevns says:
::grabs the generator and enters TL::
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: hops up in the air, happily ::
CE_Stevns says:
TL: Bridge.
SCIKoepke says:
::feels the peg but still gets queezed to death in these bands::
Host Degel says:
ACTION: Degel vanishes, as do all of this alterations, and the Gallant's crew appears.
CMO_OMall says:
::grabs Julia::
MO_Sherid says:
::still no response::
CTOPeters says:
Mav: We can talk!
Host ACO_Mav says:
YEEEEEHHHAAWWW!
SCIKoepke says:
::gives Sean a hug::
CMO_OMall says:
SCI: Are you ok?
EO_Stefn says:
::Arrives at Bridge with Stevens and Generator::
CE_Stevns says:
::exits the TL and hands the generator to SEC team.::
CSO_Sulek says:
::looks around:: to self: Fascinating
Host ACO_Mav says:
:: is so happy to have his mouth back ::
Host CO_Trista says:
Maverick:  Now I guess its my turn to thank you....
TO_Trebor says:
::Looks around then heads to tac and runs a scan:: 
SCIKoepke says:
doc: yes. even though those bands got tight!
EO_Stefn says:
::Rushes to Sheridan and cradles her head in his hands::
Host CO_Trista says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= END GAME =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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